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In this paper we prove that if G is a cellular upper semicontinuous decomposition

of S3 such that S3/G is a 3-manifold, then there exists a pseudo-isotopy of S3 onto

itself that shrinks the elements of G to points. The main tool used is the "homeo-

morphism theorem" of Armentrout [A]. A special case of this theorem is stated in

Theorem 0 below, but roughly it says that there are homeomorphisms from S3/G

to S3 that, in some sense, approximate P'1 where P: S3 -> S3/G is the decomposi-

tion map.

The terminology used is quite standard (see [A] for definitions). We use G to

denote the collection of elements of an upper semicontinuous decomposition of S3

(= Euclidean 3-sphere). We say G is cellular if each element of G is the intersection

of a decreasing sequence of 3-cells. We use S3/G to denote the decomposition space,

and P: S3 -> S3/G to denote the natural map.

If X and Y are topological spaces, then a homotopy from A" to F is a map

H: Xx [a, b] -> Y. If / e [a, b], we define Ht: X-> Y by //,(x) = //(x, /). If Ht is a

homeomorphism for a S t < b then H is called a pseudo-isotopy and if Ht is a homeo-

morphism for a á / á b then H is called an isotopy. If/and/' are maps from X to F,

then we say that / is homotopic (respectively pseudo-isotopic or isotopic) to /' if

there exists a homotopy (respectively pseudo-isotopy or isotopy) H: Xx [a, b] -> F

with Ha=f and Hb=f. An isotopy H: Xx[a,b]-> Y is called an e-isotopy if

diameter //({x} x [a, b]) < e for each x e X. If G is a decomposition of S3, then to

say that there exists pseudo-isotopy of S3 onto itself that shrinks the elements of G

to points means that there exists a pseudo-isotopy H: S3 x [0, 1] —> S3 such that

(i) //0(x) = x for each x £ S3,

(ii) if g e G then //j(g) is a point in S3, and

(iii) if g,g' eG,g?g' then Hxig)^Hxig').

Let A/ be a 3-manifold (the only one we use in this paper is S3). A triangulation T

of M is a collection of simplexes (homeomorphic images of standard closed

simplexes) such that the union of the elements of T is all of M, and if two elements

of T intersect, then the intersection is a face of each. A subdivision 7" of the tri-

angulation £ is a triangulation of M such that each simplex of 7" is contained in

some simplex of T. If £ is a triangulation of M and a is a simplex of T, then

N(o,T) = \Jo' suchthat o' e T and o n <rV 0,

N2(o, T) = \Jo' such that </ e Fand o' n A^a, £)^ 0,
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Oi<j, T) = M-(ja' such that a e T and a n a'= 0.

Clearly, a£0(<r, T)çzN(o, T)<=N2(o, T) and 0(<j, T) is open. We will also use the

following facts. If o'$N2(a, T) then 0(a, T) n O(o, F)= 0. If T is a subdivision

of F, a' e F' and o e T with ct'Çct then 0(a', F')£ 0(ct, F).

Finally, if X is a metric space we use px to denote some fixed metric for X. If

f,f':Z-> X are maps we will also use px(f,f) to denote the sup {px(fi(z),f'(z))}.

If X=S3 we will use p instead of pss.

Theorem 0 (Armentrout). Let G be a cellular upper semicontinuous de-

composition of S3. If S3/G is a 3-manifold then there exists a homeomorphism

h : S3 ¡G -» S3. Furthermore, ifiTis a triangulation of S3 ¡G then h can be chosen so that

/z(ct)£F_1(0(ct, T))for each simplex a ofiT.

Lemma 1. Let G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition of S3. Let M=S3/G

and suppose that h: M -> S3 is a homeomorphism of M onto S3. Suppose that T is

a triangulation of M and that for each simplex oeT, /z(ct)£P_1(0(o-, T)). Then

F_1(0(t7, F)£/z(A/2(a, T))for each simplex oeT.

Proof. Let x eF_1(0(ct, F)). Then there exists a simplex o'eT such that

xeh(o'). Thus xeP'^Oio', T)) and hence 0(o,T)n O(o',T)^0. This implies

that there exists a simplex o" e T such that o n cr'V 0 and a' n o-'V 0. Thus

a"£N(o, T) and a'£N\o, T), so x e h(o')^h(N2(o, T)).

Theorem 1(2). Let G be a cellular upper semicontinuous decomposition of S3. If

S3/G is a 3-manifold, then there exists a pseudo-isotopy of S3 onto itself that shrinks

the elements of G to points.

Proof. The proof will proceed by obtaining a sequence of isotopies, each one of

which shrinks the elements of the decomposition a little smaller. The first isotopy is

obtained by appealing to degree of a homeomorphism arguments. It will, most

likely, move points quite far. The succeeding isotopies will move points less and less

and will be obtained by appealing to the e, 8 type theorems of Sanderson [S],

Fisher [F], or Kister [K].

For simplicity of notation let S denote S3 and let M denote S3/G. Of course, M is

homeomorphic to S3 but we wish to distinguish between them.

Let y > 0 be chosen so that if/,/' are maps of M onto M with pM(fi,fi') < V, then

/is homotopic to/'. Let F0 be a triangulation of M such that diameter O(o, T0)<y

for each simplex a eT0.

Apply Theorem 0 to get a homeomorphism h0: M-> S such that h0(a)£

P~1(0(a, F0)) for each simplex c e T0. (The final stage of the pseudo-isotopy we

construct will be h0 ° P.)

(2) W. L. Voxman in his Ph.D. thesis at the University of Iowa has extended Theorem 1 to

arbitrary 3-manifolds.
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By Theorem 4 of [S], Theorem 2 of [K], or Theorem 8 of [F] there exists a

Sj>0 such that if «, «': S3 -> 53 are homeomorphisms with p(h,h')<8x, then «

and «' are ^-isotopic.

Let £i be a subdivision of £0 so that for each simplex o e Tx, diameter h0(o)

<8x/5. By Theorem 0 there exists a homeomorphism hx: M'-> S such that hx(o)

cP-\0(o, Tx)) for each o e Tx.

We show now that «0 ° hxy is isotopic to the identity. By Theorem 3 of [S] it

suffices to prove that «0 ° «r1 is homotopic to the identity and hence has degree

1. Consider the following diagram.

S

P
Y

M

The existence of the homotopy H between P ° hx and £ « «0 is proved as follows.

Let y e M. Then yea' for some simplex o' e Tx and o'ço for some simplex

oeTo.   Hence  h0(y) e P~\0(<j, T0))   and   hx(y) eP~\0(o', Tx))^P-\0(o, T0)).

Thus £ o «j(^) and P o h0(y) are both in O(o, T0) and diameter O(o, T0)<y and by

our choice of y, the homotopy H exists. The homotopy y is obtained by "lifting"

//, using Theorem 1 of [A-P]. This lifting does not make the diagram commute, but

J does extend hx u «0. That is

(i) J(y,0) = hx(y), and

(ii) J(y, l) = K(y).
Now define a homotopy #: 5 x [0, 1 ] -> S as follows :

/¿(x, /) =J(hx\x), t).

K(x, 0) = J(hl\x), 0) = hx(hx\x)) = x,

K(x, 1) = J(hx~\x), 1) = «o ° «rH*)-

Thus /T is the required homotopy and h0° h^1 is isotopic to the identity. Let

H: Sx [0, i] -> S be an isotopy such that H0(x) = x and HXj2(x) = ho ° hx1(x) for

all x e S.

By Lemma 1 it follows that for each oeTx, diameter //1/2(£_1(0(cr, TX)))<8X,

because Hxl2(P-\0(o, Tx)))çHll2(hx(N2(o, Tx))) = h0(N2(<j, Tx)) and this latter set

has diameter <8X. Of course, it follows that for each element g of the decomposi-

tion, diameter Hxl2(g) < 8, also.

By [S] or [K] or [F], as above, there exists a 82>0 such that if h, «': S3 ->- S3 are

homeomorphisms with p(h, «') < S2 then « and /z' are ¿-isotopic.

Let T2 be a subdivision of Tx so that for each simplex o e T2, diameter hc(o) < 82/5.

Mx{0}uMx{l}       —^-

ni l'
Mx[0, 1] «;'.'-Ä.

Then

and
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By  Theorem  0  there  exists  a  homeomorphism  h2: M^-S  such   that  h2(o)

£F"1(0((7, T2)) for each simplex o e T2.

We show now that 771/2 °hx°h21 is ^-isotopic to 771/2=/z0 ° Ar1- It suffices to

show that p(771/2 ° hx ° Aj1, HXI2)<8X. Let y e M. There exists a simplex a' e T2

such that yea' and there exists a simplex a e Tx such that </£(j. Then O(o', T2)

£0((7, TO and hence each of hx(y) and h2(y) are in P_1(0(tT, Tx))^hx(N2(o, Tx)).

Therefore, if x = h2(y), then Hxl2(x) and 771/2 ° Ax ° Aj^x) are both in

Hxt2(hx(N2(o, Tx))) = h0(N2(o, Tx))

which has diameter  <ox. Thus, p(Hll2, HXI2 o hx o /z¿"1)<S1 and they are ^-iso-

topic.

Let 77: Sx [1/2, 2/3] -> S be a ^-isotopy such that Hxt2:(x) = Hxl2(x) and

f¡2i'¿(x) = HXI2 o hx° h2 1(x) for all x e S. For convenience we combine 77 and 77 into

one isotopy,

77: Sx [0, 2/3] ->• S such that 770(x) = x and 772/3(x) = 771/2 ° hx o h2\x)

= h0° h2 \x)   for all x e S.

The pattern for all future isotopies was set in the last five paragraphs. By Lemma

1 we have H2l3(P'\0(o, T2)))^H2l3(h2(N2(o, T2))) = h0(N2(o, T2)) for each simplex

o e T2. Furthermore, we have by our choice of F2 that diameter h0(N2(o, T2)) < 82.

As before, diameter H2/3(g) < 82 for each g e G.

By [S], [K], or [F] there exists a S3>0 such that two homeomorphisms of S3

onto itself that differ by less than S3 are ^-isotopic.

Let T3 be a subdivision of F2 so that for each simplex o e T3, diameter h0(o)

<83/5. Let h3: M-^-S be a homeomorphism such that for each simplex o e T3,

h3(o)^P'\0(o,T3)).

By an argument exactly as above we show that p(772/3 ° h2 ° hi1, H2I3)<82 and

hence there exists a ^-isotopy 77: Sx [§, |] -> 5 such that H2l3 = ñ2l3 and 773/4

= 772/3 o h2 o h3 1 = h0 ° A3"1. Again we combine 77 and 77 to get an isotopy 77: S

x[0, |]->S such that H0 = id and 773/4 = A0 ° A31. We continue in this same

fashion. For each positive integer zz we choose a Sn>0 such that any two homeo-

morphisms of S3 onto S3 that differ by less than Sn are (F)"-isotopic. We pick a

subdivision Fn of Tn_x such that for each simplex o e Tn diameter h0(o)<8J5.

We use Theorem 0 to obtain a homeomorphism hn : M -> S such that for each

simplex oeTn, hn(o)çzP'\0(o, Tn)). We assume inductively that we have an

isotopy 77: Sx [0, (n-l)/n] -> S such that H0 = id and 77(n_1)/n=A0 o hñ-x. Then

for each yeM, hn-x(y) and hn(y) are both contained in hn_x(N2(o,Tn_x)) for

some o e Tn^x. p(Hn_x ° A^1, 77(n_1)/J<Sn_1. Hence there exists a (i)n_1-isotopy:

77: Sx p^-» -^-r\ ->Ssuch that^(B_1)M = 77(n_1)/n
n    n+ 1J
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and

#n/(n + l) = #(n-l)/n ° K-l ° K1 = «o ° «n 1-

As above, we combine H and H to get //: Sx [0, «/(«+1)] -s- S such that

Ho = id and HnKn+ X) = h0°K1.

Thus, for 0 ^ / < 1 we get a continuous family of a homeomorphism /7( : 5 -> S

such that

(i) if («-l)/«á/;£«/(«+ 1) then pfV/,, //(„-1)/n)<(i)'-1,

(ii) /.(//n/(n+1),«o°£)<a)n.

The first property of the //('s is clear from the above description of the //'s and H's.

To prove property (ii), let x e S. Then there exists a simplex ct e £n such that

£(x) e o. Thus both x and /zn ° P(x) are in P-\0(o, TJ)Çhn(N2(o, TJ). Thus both

HnKn+i)(x) and HnKn+X)(hn° P(x)) = h0 o h'1 ° hn° P(x) = h0 <> P(x) are in #„,(B+1)

o hn(N2(o, Tn)) = ho(N2(o, TJ). But this latter set has diameter < S„á(i)n.

Clearly, if we define Hx: S^ S by Hx = h0° P, then we get a pseudo-isotopy

//: Sx [0, 1] -s- 5 such that H0 = id and for each element g £ G, //(g) is a distinct

point of S.
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